
From Venice To Greenland On The Trail Of The
Zen Brothers
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to embark on an extraordinary
journey from Venice to Greenland, all while following the trail of the enigmatic Zen
Brothers? Join us for a once-in-a-lifetime adventure as we unveil the secrets of
these mysterious figures and discover the hidden gems of the world along the
way.

The Enigmatic Zen Brothers

The Zen Brothers have captivated the imaginations of adventurers and historians
alike. Unbeknownst to many, these two individuals have left their mark on various
locations across the globe. Their journey began in the enchanting city of Venice,
where they set out on a quest for spiritual enlightenment and worldly knowledge.

Legend has it that the Zen Brothers possessed ancient manuscripts with hidden
clues, guiding them to sacred sites around the world. From Venice's historic
canals to the icy landscapes of Greenland, these brothers embarked on a
pilgrimage like no other.
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Following the Trail

As we retrace the footsteps of the Zen Brothers, we will encounter magnificent
architecture, awe-inspiring landscapes, and immersive cultural experiences. Our
journey will take us through the heart of Europe, venturing into ancient cities,
exploring remote islands, and delving into the mysterious world of the Arctic.

Starting in Venice, we will navigate the labyrinthine canals and uncover the city's
hidden secrets before setting sail towards the Nordic countries. Along the way, we
will visit iconic landmarks such as the Eiffel Tower in Paris and the historic city of
Prague, each holding clues to the whereabouts of the Zen Brothers' hidden
treasures.

As we venture further north, we will witness the breathtaking beauty of the
Scandinavian fjords and delve into the rich Viking history of Norway. Our journey
will then take an exhilarating turn as we sail towards Greenland, the icy
wonderland that holds the final piece of the puzzle.

Unveiling Hidden Gems

One of the most remarkable aspects of this journey is the opportunity to discover
hidden gems along the Zen Brothers' trail. From the lesser-known canals of
Amsterdam to the picturesque villages of the Faroe Islands, we will uncover the
beauty that lies off the beaten path.

In Greenland, we will witness towering icebergs and stunning glaciers, immersing
ourselves in the serenity of this remote land. As we explore the untamed
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wilderness, we may come across ancient Inuit settlements, where the Zen
Brothers themselves may have sought solace and enlightenment.

A Journey of Self-Discovery

Beyond the physical beauty and historical significance, the journey on the Zen
Brothers' trail also offers a unique opportunity for self-discovery. As we delve into
the realms of spirituality and enlightenment, we will be encouraged to reflect on
our own lives and discover new perspectives.

The Zen Brothers' quest was not just about acquiring knowledge; it was about
finding inner peace and a deeper understanding of the world. As we unravel their
story, we too may find ourselves on a transformative journey, exploring the realms
of tranquility and self-awareness.

Embarking on a journey from Venice to Greenland on the trail of the Zen Brothers
is a once-in-a-lifetime experience that combines adventure, history, and self-
discovery. Along the way, we will encounter hidden treasures, explore
breathtaking landscapes, and immerse ourselves in the mystery of these
remarkable brothers.

So, if you are ready to step out of your comfort zone and follow in the footsteps of
the Zen Brothers, prepare for an unforgettable adventure that will leave you
forever changed.
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From the author of A Venetian Affair and Lucia comes a charming odyssey in the
path of the mysterious Zen brothers, who explored parts of the New World a
century before Columbus, and became both a source of scandal and a cause
célèbre among geographers in the following centuries.

This delightful journey begins with Andrea di Robilant’s serendipitous discovery of
a travel narrative published in Venice in 1558 by the Renaissance statesman
Nicolò Zen: the text and its fascinating nautical map re-created the travels of two
of the author’s ancestors, brothers who explored the North Atlantic in the 1380s
and 1390s. Di Robilant set out to discover why later, in the nineteenth century, the
Zens’ account came under attack as one of the greatest frauds in geographical
history. Was their map—and even their journey—partially or perhaps entirely
faked?

In Irresistible North the author follows the Zens’ route from the Faeroes to
Shetland to Iceland and Greenland, greeted by characters who help unravel the
enigmas in the Zens’ account. The medieval world comes to life as di Robilant
guides us through a landscape enlivened by the ghosts of power-hungry earls
and bishops of the old Norwegian realm and magical tales of hot springs and
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smoking mountains. In this rich telling—an original work of history and a travel
book in one—the magnetism of the north draws us in as powerfully as it drew the
Zen brothers more than six centuries ago.
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